A number of corollaries are obtained, including upper bounds on generalized moments and tail probabilities of (super)martingales with differences of bounded asymmetry, and also upper bounds on the maximal function of such (super)martingales. It is shown that these results may be important in certain statistical applications.
Introduction
The sharp form, E f (ε 1 a 1 + · · · + ε n a n ) E f (Z), (1.1) of Khinchin's inequality [20] for f (x) ≡ |x| p and for the normalized Rademacher sum ε 1 a 1 + · · · + ε n a n , assuming here and elsewhere that a 2 1 + · · · + a 2 n = 1, was proved by Whittle (1960) [34] for p 3 and Haagerup (1982) [16] for p 2; here and elsewhere, the ε i 's are independent Rademacher random variables (r.v.'s), so that P(ε i = 1) = P(ε i = −1) = 1 2 for all i, and Z ∼ N (0, 1). For f (x) ≡ e λx (λ 0), inequality (1.1) follows from Hoeffding (1963) [17] , whence P (ε 1 a 1 + · · · + ε n a n x) inf It follows from Proposition 1.1 that, for every t ∈ R, every β α, and every λ > 0, the functions u → (u − t) β + and u → e λ(u−t) belong to H α + . Eaton (1970) [12] proved the Khinchin-Whittle-Haagerup inequality (1.1) for a class of moment functions, which essentially coincides with the class H 3 + ; see [26, Proposition A.1] . Based on asymptotics, numerics, and a certain related inequality, Eaton (1974) [13] conjectured that the mentioned moment comparison inequality of his implies that P (ε 1 a 1 + · · · + ε n a n x) 2e
Pinelis (1994) [26] proved the following improvement of this conjecture:
P (ε 1 a 1 + · · · + ε n a n x) 2e 3 9 P(Z x) ∀x ∈ R.
(1.5)
It was realized in Pinelis (1998) [27] that the reason why it is possible to extract tail comparison inequality (1.5) from the Khinchin-Eaton moment comparison inequality (1.1) for f ∈ H 3 + is that the tail function x → P(Z x) is log-concave. This realization resulted in a general device, which allows one to extract an optimal tail comparison inequality from an appropriate moment comparison inequality. The following is a special case of Theorem 4 of Pinelis (1999) [28] ; see also Theorem 3.11 of Pinelis (1998) [27] . where c α,β := Γ(α + 1)(e/α) Remark 1.3. As follows from [27, Remark 3.13] , a useful point is that the requirement of the log-concavity of the tail function q(u) := P(η u) in Theorem 1.2 can be relaxed by replacing q(x) = P(η x) by any (e.g., the least) log-concave majorant of q. However, then the optimality of c α,β is not guaranteed. Detailed studies of various cases and aspects of the optimal bound B opt (x) in (1.9) were presented in [11, 27, 7] .
Note that c 3,0 = 2e 3 /9, which is the constant factor in (1.5). Bobkov, Götze, and Houdré (2001) [9] obtained a simpler proof of inequality (1.5), but with a constant factor 12.0099 . . . in place of 2e 3 /9 = 4.4634 . . .. Remark 1.4. One also has two kinds of multi-dimensional analogues of (1.1) and (1.5). One kind is represented by [26, Theorems 2.3 and 2.4] . The other kind is based on the dimensionality reduction device given in [29] . Indeed, Remarks in [13] imply (cf. the proof of Lemma 3.2 in [26] ) that, for any even function f in class F 3 (which contains H 3 + and is defined by (2.14)), the function [0, ∞) ∋ u → f ( √ u) is convex. Therefore, by [29, Theorem 2.1], one has 12) and so, by Theorem 1.2, P ( ε 1 x 1 + · · · + ε n x n x) 2e 3 9 P(|Z| x) ∀x ∈ R, (1.13) where x 1 , . . . , x n are any non-random vectors in a Hilbert space (H, · ) such that x 1 2 + · · · + x n 2 = 1. More generally, in view of a result by Hunt [19] , inequalities (1.1), (1.5), (1.12), and (1.13) hold if ε 1 , . . . , ε n are replaced there by any independent zero-mean r.v.'s η 1 , . . . , η n such that |η i | 1 almost surely (a.s.) for all i.
Pinelis (1999) [28] also obtained the "discrete" improvement of (1.5):
P (ε 1 a 1 + · · · + ε n a n x) 2e
for all values x of r.v.
. Such results can be, and have been, extended in several different directions. In what follows, let (S 0 , S 1 , . . . ) be a supermartingale relative to a nondecreasing sequence of σ-algebras (H 0 , H 1 , . . . ), with S 0 0 a.s. and differences
The following normal domination statement is one of the main results of [31] . + and all n = 1, 2, . . . 
In particular, for all real x,
The upper bound (1.23) -but with a constant factor greater than 427 in place of c 5,0 = 5!(e/5) 5 = 5.699 . . . was obtained in Bentkus (2001) [1] for the case when (S i ) is a martingale. (In this case, Bentkus was using direct methods, rather than a generalized moment comparison inequality such as (1.17) .) The large value, 427, of the constant factor renders the bound in [1] hardly usable in statistics. Indeed, the upper bound 427 P Z > 170, in which case (in view of (1.23)) one has P(S n x) < c 5,0 P (Z 170) < 10 −6200 . As shown in [31] , Theorem 1.5 and Corollary 1.6 are well suited in order to obtain the most precise presently known bounds for the measure concentration phenomenon in terms of separately-Lipschitz (or, equivalently, ℓ 1 -Lipschitz) functions on product spaces. Theorem 1.5 can be further improved, as follows. 
The set of conditions (1.24)-(1.25) is equivalent to
a.s., where
for positive c and b 0 . This follows simply because the inequalities X i B i−1 and
Thus, in the case when [3, 4] . In a certain variety of cases, this improvement may be even more significant than the improvement in the constant factor from 427 to 5.699 . . . before the probability sign.
Moreover, it can be shown that the function σ * (·, ·) of the pair (B i−1 , Var i−1 X i ), which is in effect used in Theorem 1.7 is nearly optimal as far as the normal domination is concerned.
However, it can also be seen that even the best possible normal domination may be inadequate if the asymmetry of the random summands X i is significant or if n is not large. In such a case, one may try to use binomial domination instead of normal, as in the following theorem, which is a straighforward corollary of results of [2] (or [4] ). 
Based on this result, the tail comparison inequality
was obtained in [30] , where c 2,0 = e 2 /2 = 3.694 . . . (in accordance with (1.11)), h := b + c 2 /b, and the function y → P Lin,LC (T n y) is the least log-concave majorant of the linear interpolation of the tail function y → P(T n y) over the lattice of all points of the form nb+kh (k ∈ Z). Tail comparison inequality (1.33) is a substantial improvement of the corresponding inequality in [2, Theorem 1] and [4, Theorem 1.1].
Yet, while the "variance"-averaging given by (1.32) is nice, the extreme kind of upper-bound-averaging (1.31) seems very crude.
In this paper, another approach to the problem of asymmetry is presented. Here we provide binomial upper bounds on generalized moments and tail probabilities for S n assuming that certain indices of asymmetry of the X i 's (rather than the X i 's themselves) are uniformly bounded from above. This assumption of bounded asymmetry (in contrast with the uniform boundedness) of the X i 's is natural in certain statistical applications; see Subsection 3.2.
The results of [6] for the symmetric case can be similarly complemented, with condition (1.31) of the uniform boundedness of the ranges now replaced by a condition of uniform boundedness of the kurtoses of the X i 's; see Remark 3.6.
Statements of basic results and discussion
Let BS(p) denote the standardized Bernoulli distribution with parameter p: for a r.v. BS let, by definition,
, where q := 1 − p and 0 < p < 1;
thus, BS(p) is a two-point zero-mean unit-variance distribution. In particular, BS( An equivalent definition would be given by the formula
where f ′′′ denotes the right derivative of the convex function f ′′ . For example, functions x → a + b x + c (x − t) α + and x → a + b x + c e λx belong to F 3 + for all a ∈ R, b 0, c 0, t ∈ R, α 3, and λ 0. Remark 2.1. If a function f : R → R is convex and a r.v. X has a finite expectation, then, by Jensen's inequality, E f (X) always exists in (−∞, ∞]. This remark will be used in this paper (sometimes tacitly) for functions f in the class F 3 + , as well as for other convex functions. Throughout the paper, unless indicated otherwise, the following notation/ assumptions will be used:
Introduce also
Later it will be clear that m * (p) increases from 1 to ∞ as p decreases from Of the main results of this paper, the following one is perhaps the easiest to state (but not to prove). 
where
Moreover, the lower bound m * (p) on m is exact for each p ∈ (0, 1).
The proofs are deferred to Section 4.
Remark 2.3. The general restriction m 1 in (2.2) is quite natural. Indeed, if inequality (2.4) held for some m ∈ (0, 1) then, taking c 1 = 1, c 2 = · · · = c n = 0, and letting n → ∞, one would have, by the central limit theorem, the inequality 
.
Condition (2.6) may be referred to as a bounded-asymmetry coundition. Theorem 2.4 can be easily extended to (super)martingales. 
s
(1) for m 1. Moreover, the greater the uniform bound q p on asymmetry in (2.9) is, the greater m must be according to (2.10) and hence the more pronounced the inequality s 
(1) will be. Yet, it will be demonstrated elsewhere that, overall, (2.8) and (2.5) work better in certain important statistical applications than (1.16) and (1.18) . Note also that one can choose the "ideal" value m = 1 whenever the asymmetry index q p does not exceed 1, that is, whenever the X i 's are not skewed to the right.
Recall the definition of the Schur majorizarion: for a := (a 1 , . . . , a n ) and
for all j ∈ {1, . . . , n}, where a [1] · · · a [n] are the ordered numbers a 1 , . . . , a n , from the largest to the smallest. Recall also that a function Q : [0, ∞) n → R is referred to as Schur-concave if it reverses the Schur majorization: for any a and 
is Schur-concave. The special case of statement (IV) of Theorem 2.6 with p = 1 2 and m = 1 is essentially the mentioned result due to Whittle [34] and Eaton [12] .
From the "right-tail" Theorem 2.6, one can deduce its left-tail and two-tail analogues. Appropriate left-tail and two-tail counterparts of F 3 + are the following classes of functions:
2 : f and f ′′ are nonincreasing and convex} (2.13)
Theorem 2.7. Theorem 2.6 holds with (iv) (S 0 , . . . , S n ) is a submartingale with S 0 0, and
This "left-tail" analogue is a trivial corollary of Theorem 2.6. The "two-tail" analogue of Theorem 2.6 is more difficult to prove. It relies in part on Proposition 2.9 below, preceded by the following definition.
Definition 2.8. Let us say that a sequence of functions (f n ) in C 2 converges to a function f in C 2 and write
(This stronger notion of convergence will make it easier to verify the convergence of relevant expected values; also, it naturally provides for the relevant classes of functions to be closed.)
For any subset A of C 2 , its closure -denoted here by cl A -will be understood here simply as the set of the limits of all sequences in A that are convergent in
Obviously, the "two-tail" class F 3 contains both "one-tail" classes F 
However,
Note also that the classes F 
(iv) (S 0 , . . . , S n ) is a martingale with S 0 = 0, and , and all n = 1, 2, . . .
Note that P LC (T n x) = P(T n x) for all x in the lattice
generated by the support of the distribution of T n , where
The bound e −nH in (3.5) is largely due to Hoeffding [17] . Using also results of [30] , one has the following. 
where x → P Lin,LC (T n x) is the least log-concave majorant of the linear interpolation of the tail function x → P(T n x) over the lattice L. The upper bound in (3.6) usually works better than that in (3.5) in statistical practice. An explicit formula for P Lin,LC (T n x + h 2 ) is given in [30] . Corollary 3.3. In view of results of [31] , one can replace S n in the left-hand side of inequalities (3.2) and (3.6) by
Similarly, inequality (3.1) holds for all β ∈ (0, 3) with M n in place of S n if c 3,β is replaced there by k 1;3,β k 3,β c 3,β , where, for β ∈ (0, α), 
In fact, the two sets of conditions mentioned in Corollary 3.4 are equivalent to each other in a certain sense; see e.g. Remark 2.4 in [31] and the proof of Theorem 2.3 therein.
Note that the special case of Corollary 3.4 with p = 1 2 (so that one may take m = 1) contains, among other things, Theorem 1.3 of [4] , which states that, if (S i ) is a martingale with S 0 = 0 satisfying conditions (1.27) with
by the central limit theorem, this inequality implies
Obviously, inequalities (3.9) and (3.8) are extensions of (1.5) and (1.14), respectively. A version of inequality (3.9), with the larger constant factor 1/ P(Z > √ 3) = 24.01 . . . in place of c 3,0 = 2e 3 /9 = 4.46 . . . , appeared earlier in [3] . The improvement in the constant factor achieved in [4] , as compared with [3] , is due to replacing the direct method used in the earlier paper with the method based on Theorem 1.2 and Remark 1.3, which allows one to extract optimal tail comparison inequalities from comparison of generalized moments.
More generally, the generalized moments E f (T n ) in the above upper bounds, where
That (S 0 , S 1 , . . . ) is allowed to be a supermartingale (rather than only a martingale) makes it convenient to use the simple but powerful truncation tool; cf. the discussion at the end of Section 2 in [31] . 
0 ∀j ∈ {0, 1, . . . }} of completely monotone functions, where C ∞ is the class of all infinitely differentiable functions with derivatives f (0) := f, f (1) := f ′ , . . . . By Bernstein's theorem on completely monotone functions (see, e.g., [10] or [25] ),
where µ 0 is a Borel measure such that the integral [0,∞) e kx µ(dk) is finite ∀x ∈ R. On the other hand, by (1.4) and Proposition 1.1,
By Remark 2.3, the exact lower bound m exp (p) cannot be less than 1, so that
2 ), the exact lower bound m exp (p) can be described by parametric equations 11) so that one has m m exp (p) provided that m m exp, up (p). This simple upper bound on m exp (p) is rather good: On the other hand, the equationp(k) = p has a unique solution k =:k(p) in (0, ∞) for every p ∈ (0, 1 2 ). Moreover, the Newton iterative scheme In particular, it follows that if p is small then the second upper bound in (3.4)-(3.5), e −nH , holds for significantly smaller values of m than the first upper bound in (3.4)-(3.5), c 3,0 P LC (T n x), does. Thus, the exponential upper bound, e −nH , may turn out to be smaller than the generally more precise upper bound, c 3,0 P LC (T n x), even for large values of x if the X i 's differ very much from one another in distribution. Details on this remark, Remark 3.5, will be presented elsewhere. Remark 3.6. The stated results for the asymmetric case have "symmetric" counterparts, in which the standardized Bernoulli distribution
is replaced by the standardized symmetric three-point distribution
, where δ a is the Dirac probability measure concentrated at one point a and p ∈ (0, 1]. At that, the class F 3 + may be replaced by the larger, "two-tail" version F 3 . Note also that, since the distribution BS(p) is symmetric, one can assume without loss of generality that all generalized moment functions f involved are even; indeed, for a symmetric r.v. X, one has E f (X) = E g(X), where g(x) := 1 2 (f (x) + f (−x)). Then the exact lower bound m * (p) on m gets replaced by another exact lower bound, whose general expression is however more complicated than expression (2.3) for m * (p). In fact, the exact lower bound on m (denoted here by m st, Schur (p)) for the symmetric-case analogues of the Schur-concavity statements in Theorem 2.6 turns out to be strictly greater for some values of p than the exact lower bound on m (denoted here by m st (p)) for the symmetric-case analogues of the above "asymmetric" results other than Schur-concavity.
A simple upper bound on m st, Schur (p) and hence on m st (p) for all p ∈ (0, More generally, it appears that In this "symmetric" setting, the place of supermartingales gets taken by conditionally symmetric martingales (that is, martingales (S i ) with S 0 = 0 a.s. and conditionally symmetric differences X i ), and "bounded-asymmetry" condition (3.7) in Corollary 3.4 gets replaced by "bounded-kurtosis" condition
(Note that the kurtosis of a standardized symmetric three-point r.v. ST ∼ ST(p) is 1 p .) Thus, one now has another -"symmetric" -version of inequality (3.8), which immediately implies a striking "symmetric" version of inequality (3.9); namely, in view of (3.13) and (3.15), inequality (3.9) holds for all conditionally symmetric martingales if the condition b i = c i ∀i of [4, Theorem 1.3] is replaced by the much less restrictive condition
In particular, one has the following generalizations of (1.1) and (1.5), respectively:
and P (a 1 ST 1 + · · · + a n ST n x) 2e Inequalities for the much simpler case when b i = b ∀i were obtained in [8, 5] (in the "exponential" case) and in [6] .
One also has multi-dimensional analogues of inequalities (3.16) and (3.17). Namely, for all p ∈ [ √ 2−1, 1] one has the following generalizations of inequalities (1.12) and (1.13): 19) with the Rademacher r.v.'s ε 1 , . . . , ε n replaced by ST 1 , . . . , ST n . Condition (3.15) may be interpreted as a condition of boundedness of the kurtoses of the X i 's; cf. bounded-asymmetry conditions (2.6) and (2.9). Note that the usual interpretation of the term "kurtosis" (as well as the term itself, meaning "peakedness") is not quite adequate, especially in contexts of large deviations. Indeed, without loss of generality, let us assume that a r.v. X is standardized, that is, zero-mean and unit-variance. Then the kurtosis of X is kurt(X) = E X 4 = 1 + E(X 2 − 1)
, which clearly is the measure of relative spread of the values of the nonnegative r.v. X 2 about its mean 1. Thus, kurt(X) is large if and and only if at least one of the two tails, left or right, of the distribution of X 2 on [0, ∞) is heavy. These two tails are measured, respectively, as the "negative" and "positive" parts of kurt(X) − 1, namely kurt − (X) := E(X 2 − 1) 2 I X 2 < 1 and kurt + (X) := E(X 2 − 1) 2 I X 2 > 1 . If kurt − (X) is large, then the distribution of X is peaked at 0; if kurt + (X) is large, then at least one tail of the distribution of X is heavy. Of these two reasons for the kurtosis of X to be large, the heaviness of the tails of the distribution of X seems more important than the peakedness, at least where large deviations are involved. Also, note that the kurtosis of X can be infinite only if the tails of the distribution of X are heavy enough. As was noted, the kurtosis of a standardized symmetric three-point r.v. ST ∼ ST(p) is ∼ ST(p) and the c i 's are nonzero real constants. Thus, inequality (3.16) for p ∈ [ √ 2 − 1, 1) not only generalizes but also strengthens inequality (1.1). Similarly, inequality (3.17) is stronger than inequality (1.5) for p ∈ [ √ 2 − 1, 1) and large enough x.
It may also be instructive to compare inequality (3.17) with available asymptotic results. For instance, it follows from [15] or [24] that for every p ∈ (0, 1)
provided that n → ∞ and x = o(n). The advantages of this asymptotics over inequality (3.17) are (i) that (3.20) holds for every p ∈ (0, 1) and not just for p ∈ [ √ 2 − 1, 1] and (ii) there is no "extra" constant factor (such as 2e 3 /9) in the right-hand side of (3.20) . However, these advantages seem to be counterbalanced by the following: (i) the asymptotical relation (3.20) , without an upper bound on the rate of convergence, is impossible to use in statistical practice when one needs to be certain that the left-hand side of (3.20) does not exceed a prescribed level; (ii) the asymptotics is valid only in the zone x = o(n), and this zone is defined only qualitatively; (iii) the summands ST 1 , . . . , ST n in the left-hand side of (3.20) are identically distributed; if coefficients a 1 , . . . , a n are allowed in (3.20) (as in (3.17)), they cannot differ too much from another, and also then the zone x = o(n) must be narrowed; (iv) there is no "extra" constant factor (such as 2e 3 /9) in the right-hand side of the generalized-moment comparison inequality (3.16); (v) one can use the more precise upper bounds of the form given in (1.9) or (1.33) instead of (3.17).
Details on this long remark, Remark 3.6, will be presented elsewhere. Remark 3.7. Directions of further research indicated in Remarks 3.5 and 3.6 can be combined. That is, one can at once replace (i) the class of generalized moment functions F . Details on this remark, Remark 3.7, will be presented elsewhere.
Bounds on self-normalized sums
(Details on the results presented in this subsection will be given elsewhere.) Efron [14] considered the so-called self-normalized sum 21) assuming that the X i 's satisfy the orthant symmetry condition: the joint distribution of δ 1 X 1 , . . . , δ n X n is the same for any choice of signs δ 1 , . . . , δ n ∈ {1, −1}, so that, in particular, each X i is symmetric(ally distributed). It suffices that the X i 's be independent and symmetrically (but not necessarily identically) distributed. On the event {X 1 = · · · = X n = 0}, let V := 0. In Subsection 3.2 we assume throughout that the X i 's are all non-degenerate: P(X i = 0) < 1 for all i.
Note that the conditional distribution of any symmetric r.v. X given |X| is the symmetric distribution on the (at most) two-point set {X, −X}. Therefore, the distribution of V is the mixture of the distributions of the normalized KhinchinRademacher sums a 1 ε 1 + · · · + a n ε n , where 
Multivariate analogues of these results, which can be expressed in terms of Hotelling's statistic in place of Student's, were also obtained in [26] .
Here we shall present extensions of inequalities (3.24) and (3.25) to the case when the X i 's are not symmetric, as well as improvements of (3.24) and (3.25) in the "symmetric case". Asymptotics for large deviations of V for i.i.d. X i 's without moment conditions was obtained recently by Jing, Shao and Zhou [18] . Comments similar to the ones made at the end of Remark 3.6 apply here as well.
The "asymmetric" case
The basic idea here is to represent any zero-mean, possibly asymmetric distribution as an appropriate mixture of two-point zero-mean distributions. Let us assume at first that a zero-mean r.v. X has an everywhere strictly positive density function. Consider the truncated r.v. X a,b := XI{a X b}. Then, for every fixed a ∈ (−∞, 0], the function b → E X a,b is continuous and increasing on the interval [0, ∞) from E X a,0 0 to E X a,∞ > 0. Hence, for each a ∈ (−∞, 0], there exists a unique value b ∈ [0, ∞) such that E X a,b = 0. Similarly, for each b ∈ [0, ∞), there exists a unique value a ∈ (−∞, 0] such that E X a,b = 0. That is, one has a one-to-one correspondence between a ∈ (−∞, 0] and b ∈ [0, ∞) such that E X a,b = 0. Denote by r := r X the reciprocating function defined on R and carrying this correspondence, so that E XI{X is between x and r(x)} = 0 ∀x ∈ R, the function r is decreasing on R and such that r(r(x)) = x ∀x ∈ R; moreover, r(0) = 0. (Clearly, r(x) = −x for all real x if the r.v. X is symmetric.) One also has
where x ± (h) stand for the positive and negative roots x of the equation G(x) = h and, in turn,
Thus, the set { {x, r(x)} : x ∈ R } of (at-most-)two-point sets constitutes a partition of R. Moreover, the two-point set {x, r(x)} is uniquely determined by the distance |x − r(x)| between the two points, as well as by the product |x r(x)|. Now one can see that the conditional distribution of the zero-mean r.v. X given W := |X − r(X)| (or, equivalently, Y := |X r(X)|) is the uniquely determined zero-mean distribution on the two-point set {X, r(X)}. Thus, the distribution of the zero-mean r.v. X with an everywhere positive density is represented as a mixture of two-point zero-mean distributions. This mixture is given rather explicitly, provided that the distribution of r.v. X is known. Thus, one has generalized versions of the self-normalized sum (3.21), which require -instead of the symmetry of independent r.v.'s X i -only that the X i 's be zero-mean:
where m 1, [21] and Shao [32] obtained limit theorems for the "symmetric" version of V Y,m (with the reciprocating function r(x) ≡ −x), whereas the X i 's did not need to be symmetric. These constructions can be extended to the general case of any zero-mean r.v. X, absolutely continuous or not. Here, one can use randomization (by means of a r.v. uniformly distributed in interval (0, 1)) to deal with the atoms of the distribution of r.v. X, and a modification of the inverse functions x ± (h) to deal with the intervals on which the distribution function of X and hence the function G are constant. Namely, in general r(X) is replaced by r(X, U ), where U is a r.v. uniformly distributed in interval (0, 1) and independent of X and, for x ∈ R and u ∈ (0, 1),
By conditioning on the W i 's or Y i 's one obtains the following corollaries. 
Then for all m m * (p)
and (3.32)
where T n and P LC (T n x) have the same meaning as in Corollary 3.1 and, in accordance with (1.11), c 3,0 = 2e 3 /9 = 4.4634 . . ..
Of course, one can replace the upper bound in inequalities like (3.33) by either of the more precise (but slightly less transparent and more difficult to compute) upper bounds given in (3.3) and (3.6).
By Remark 3.5, inequality (3.32) will continue to hold for all m m exp (p) provided that the class F One may notice that the reciprocating function r depends on the (usually unknown in statistics) distribution of the underlying r.v. X. However, if e.g. the X i constitute an i.i.d. sample, then the function G defined by (3.27) can be estimated based on the sample, so that one can estimate the reciprocating function r. Thus, replacing X 1 + · · · + X n in the numerators of V W and V Y,m by X 1 + · · · + X n − nθ, one obtains approximate pivots to be used to construct confidence intervals or, equivalently, tests for an unknown mean θ. One can also use bootstrap to estimate the distributions of such pivots.
The "symmetric" case
Here we assume that X 1 , . . . , X n are independent symmetric r.v.'s. In this case, we already have the upper bounds given by (3.24) and (3.25), which are based on (1.1) and (1.5). As was pointed out, bounds (3.16) and (3.17) improve and generalize (1. 1) and (1.2) . Correspondingly, the upper bounds given by (3.24) and (3.25) can be improved and generalized as follows.
Introduce another, "symmetric" modification of the standard self-normalized sum V given by (3.21):
Thus, the distribution of V symm,m,p is the mixture of the distributions of the linear combinations of the form a 1 ST 1 + · · · + a n ST n , where
, where a 1 = · · · = a n = 0).
By Remark 3.6, it follows that for all m m st (p)
where P LC again denotes the least log-concave majorant of the corresponding tail function. In particular (cf. (3.16) and (3.17) 
(3.40)
In view of the mixture representations of the distributions of V and V symm,m,p and the discussion after inequalities (3.16)-(3.19), inequalities (3.35)-(3.40) for V symm,m,p generalize/improve inequalities (3.22)-(3.25) for V .
The classic self-normalized sum V can be obviously used, e.g., as a test statistic to test the symmetry of the distributions of the X i 's. However, it is not seen how V symm,m,p can be used in symmetry tests, because its distribution will be always symmetric, even if the distributions of the X i 's are not.
On the other hand, there are two issues with V :
(i) V may have too light tails if the tails of the X i 's are heavy enough, and so, the symmetry test based on such an upper bound as the one given by inequality (3.25) may turn out to be too conservative and hence lacking some power; (ii) the way V (as well as its modifications considered so far -V , V W , V Y,m , and V symm,m,p ) "deals" with the event when all the X i 's take on the zero value certainly seems to be too conservative; note that this event may naturally occur with a nonzero probability if the distribution of X i is discrete or if the original r.v.'s X i are replaced by the corresponding truncated r.v.'s X i I{|X i | < b i } for some b i > 0 (which may be done to increase the power of the test). However, note that usually the probabilities p i := P(X i = 0) will be close to (even if less than) 1.
To try to resolve these two issues with V , we shall suggest yet another modification of it. Each of the other self-normalized sums introduced above -V W , V Y,m , and V symm,m,p -can be modified in the same manner.
Let us accompany any r.v. X with a r.v. of the form
whereX is a r.v. which is independent of X and whose distribution coincides with the conditional distribution of X given that X = 0; thus,X = X if X = 0 andX =X if X = 0, so that P(X = 0) = 1. It is not hard to see that, if X is symmetric, then the conditional distribution of X givenX coincides with the symmetric distribution 
Moreover, the distribution ofX coincides (just as that ofX does) with the conditional distribution of X given that X = 0. Indeed,X is equal in distribution to the first nonzero member of an infinite random sequence (
.'s; therefore, one may assume thatX equals (as a r.v., and not just in distribution) to the first nonzero member of the sequence (X, X (1) , X (2) , . . . ). Thus, roughly speaking, to getX, one samples from the distribution of X till getting a nonzero replica of X. Note also that for any even function g such that g(0) = 0 one has
It follows from (3.42) that the distribution of yet another modification of the self-normalized sum V ,
is the mixture of the distributions of the linear combinations of the form
and eachX i is produced based on X i according to formula (3.41), where thẽ X i 's are independent of one another and of the X i 's. Recall that, for each i, one has P(X i = 0) = 0 and the distribution ofX i coincides with the conditional distribution of X i given that X i = 0.
It follows that
in particular, if p √ 2 − 1 (which will typically be the case), Note that ess supV symm,1,p = n/p, while ess sup V = √ n. Thus, the tails of V symm,1,p are longer in some sense than those of V , so that the symmetry test based on an inequality such as (3.49) or (3.50) may be less conservative and hence more powerful than the corresponding test based on an inequality such as (3.25) , especially if the size of the test is small enough. An interesting question is how the generalized moments E f (V symm,m,p ) compare with E f (V ) for f ∈ F 3 .
It may also be of interest to compare E f (V symm,m,p ) with E f (V symm,m,p ) (assuming that p i = p for all i). It seems that neither of them dominates the other one in general. In view of (3.43), it seems likely that E f (V symm,m,p ) will be greater than E f (V symm,m,p ) if the tails of the distributions of the X i 's are not too heavy: then the variability of the |X i |'s will be less than that of the |X i |'s and hence, heuristically, the tails ofV symm,m,p will be heavier than those of V symm,m,p .
Anyway, a definite advantage ofV symm,m,p (over V and V symm,m,p ) is that the denominator of its ratio expression in (3.44) is nonzero a.s. On the other hand, an obvious disadvantage ofV symm,m,p is that to compute its value one needs to know the distributions of the X i 's. In statistical practice,V symm,m,p may be approximated (at least in the case when the X i 's are i.i.d.) by replacingX i for each i by X J(i) , where J(1), . . . , J(n) are (conditionally, given X 1 , . . . , X n ) i.i.d. r.v.'s, each J(i) having the uniform distribution on the set {j ∈ {1, . . . , n} : X j = 0}; this set is nonempty with a probability close to 1 if p is close to 1 or n is large; however, if this set happens to be empty, one can just setX i := 0, so that one hasX i = 0. It would be interesting to compare generalized moments and tails of this "practical" version ofV symm,m,p with those ofV symm,m,p itself. .
for any nondecreasing convex function f , and hence for any function f ∈ F Lemma 4.1.12. Suppose that for every i ∈ {1, . . . , n} one has (2.8) and (2.9) . Then
for any f ∈ H so that p * ∈ (0, 
is Schur-concave, where BS i
(ii) for all u ∈ R and c ∈ (0, 1), one has the inequalities . . , a n := c 2m n and a := (a 1 +· · ·+a n )/n, so that s (m) = a 1/(2m) . Note that (a 1 , . . . , a n ) (a, . . . , a (I) =⇒ (V): To prove this implication, in view of Theorems 2.6 and 2.7 and Proposition 2.9, it suffices to verify that the function (2.12) is Schur-concave when f (x) = x 2 (for all real x) and n = 2. Thus, it suffices to verify that, for any given m 1, the expression (II) =⇒ (VII): In view of Theorems 2.6 and 2.7, Proposition 2.9, and Lebesgue's dominated convergence theorem, it suffices to verify that inequality (2.11) holds when f (x) = x 2 for all real x and (S 0 , . . . , S n ) is a martingale as described in the formulation of Theorem 2.10. Note that inequality (4.3) holds for the function f 0 (x) := x 2 + in place of f , since f 0 ∈ G 2 + . It also holds for the functionf 0 (x) := (−x) 2 + in place of f , given that (S 0 , . . . , S n ) is a martingale as described. Thus, (4.3) holds when f (x) = x 2 for all real x. It remains to note that
so that one does have inequality (2.11) when f (x) = x 2 for all real x.
Proofs of the lemmas
Proof of Lemma 4.1.1. The convexity of g implies
Letting now x → −∞ and using the existence of the finite limit g(−∞), one has g ′ (−∞) = 0.
Proof of Lemma 4.1.2. This lemma was stated essentially as Proposition 1.1 in [30] . The proof given here is a little more detailed. Assume now that f ∈H α + . Consider first the case α = 1. Then f is convex and f (−∞) = 0. Hence, by Lemma 4.1.1, one has f ′ (−∞) = 0. Therefore, 
Proof of Lemma 4.1.3 . For the given function f and any y ∈ R, introduce the functions defined by the formulas for all y and x; also, it is given that f ′′ is nonnegative; it follows that f ′′ f 2,y . (4.10)
Observe that, moreover, the family of functions (f 2,y ) is nonincreasing in y ∈ R. Indeed, let y and y 1 be any real numbers such that y 1 < y. Then f 2,y1 = f ′′ f 2,y on [y 1 , ∞), in view of (4.6) and (4.10). Recalling (4.9) and the fact that f ′′′ is nondecreasing, one has the inequalities f ′′ (y 1 ) f ′′ (y) + f ′′′ (y)(y 1 − y) and f ′′′ (y 1 )(x − y 1 ) f ′′′ (y)(x − y 1 ) for all x y 1 ; adding these inequalities, one sees that f ′′ (y 1 ) + f ′′′ (y 1 )(x − y 1 ) f ′′ (y) + f ′′′ (y)(x − y). It follows, in view of (4.6), that f 2,y1 f 2,y on the interval (−∞, y 1 ] as well, and hence on the entire real line.
Using integration-by-parts/Fubini's theorem as in the proof of Lemma 4.1.2, one can verify that for any function g ∈ C 2 and all real y and x g(x) = g(y) + g ′ (y)(x − y) + By (4.8), for any real w one has f w ∈ C 2 , so that one can substitute f w for g in (4.11). In fact, let us do so for w ∈ {y, y 1 }, again assuming that y 1 < y. At that, by (4.7), one has f y1 = f = f y on the interval [y, ∞) and hence f y1 (y) = f y (y) and f ′ y1 (y) = f ′ y (y). Now, since the family of functions (f ′′ y ) y∈R = (f 2,y ) y∈R is nonincreasing, one can see that the family (f y ) y∈R is nonincreasing as well. Next, since I{x y} → 0 and I{x > y} → 1 for each x as y → −∞, one concludes, in view of (4.8) , that for any decreasing sequence (y n ) in R converging to −∞ one has f yn → f , in the sense of Definition 2.8.
It remains to verify that for every real y one has f y ∈ G 3 + and, moreover, f y ∈ G 3 ++ in the case when f is known to be nondecreasing. Observe that Indeed, f ′′′ is nonnegative and nondecreasing (since f ′′ is nondecreasing and convex). Hence, in the case when f ′′′ (y) = 0, one has f ′′′ = 0 on the entire interval (−∞, y]. This and the condition f ′′ (−∞) = 0 implies f ′′ = 0 on the entire interval (−∞, y], so that f ′′ (y) = 0. Now one sees that expressions (4.6) and (4.12) both equal f ′′ (x) I{x > y} in the case when f ′′′ (y) = 0. In the other case, when f ′′′ (y) = 0, one has f ′′′ (y) > 0 (since f ′′′ is nonnegative). Also, here f ′′ (y) + f ′′′ (y)(x − y) = f ′′′ (y) (x − z), whence (4.12) again follows. Now, for the right derivative f 
